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ABSTRACT

The documentation practice for machine-learned (ML) models often
falls short of established practices for traditional software, which
impedes model accountability and inadvertently abets inappropri-
ate or misuse of models. Recently, model cards, a proposal for model
documentation, have attracted notable attention, but their impact
on the actual practice is unclear. In this work, we systematically
study the model documentation in the field and investigate how
to encourage more responsible and accountable documentation
practice. Our analysis of publicly available model cards reveals a
substantial gap between the proposal and the practice. We then
designed a tool named DocML aiming to (1) nudge the data scien-
tists to comply with the model cards proposal during the model
development, especially the sections related to ethics, and (2) assess
and manage the documentation quality. A lab study reveals the
benefit of our tool towards long-term documentation quality and
accountability.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing → Interaction techniques; •
Software and its engineering → Application specific devel-

opment environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Documentation serves as the primary resource to understand and
evaluate reusable software components when adopting them in
developing applications [1]. Machine-learned (ML) models increas-
ingly are integrated as components into software systems and
would benefit from similar documentation [3, 35, 47]. Stakeholders,
including data scientists, AI engineers, domain experts, and soft-
ware engineers, resort to the documentation to answer questions
such as what use cases are supported, what performance to expect,
and what ethical and safety impacts to consider once the model is
deployed in applications at scale. Nevertheless, ML models shared
as pretrained models or services are often poorly documented. Still
they are reused in many applications, sometimes in applications
for which they were not designed. Serious issues related to misuse
of ML models have been observed in various applications, notably
in face recognition and tracking [10], recruitment [17], and crimi-
nal risk assessment [19], leading to broader concerns about their
impact on social justice.

As a reaction to observed problems in ML model reuse and ac-
countability, significant efforts towards documenting models [4, 44]
and data [23] have been proposed. This line of work has attracted
considerable attention – for example, the paper onmodel cards pub-
lished at FAccT 2019 [44] is heavily cited, and the popular model
hosting site HuggingFace has adopted the term model card in their
user interface and guides their users to provide documentation [21].
Yet, it is largely unknown how these proposals impacted the practice
of documenting ML models and datasets.

In this work, we systematically study ML model documentation
in the field and investigate how to encourage more responsible
and accountable model documentation practice. While past work
has already shown often limited documentation during model de-
velopment, such as few markdown cells in public notebooks and
missing README files in notebook repositories on GitHub [50, 56],
we focus on external documentation of reusable ML models and
services. We start by investigating how the ML models and ser-
vices made available are documented, in particular, how they meet
the model cards template proposed by Mitchell et al. [44]. Our
study reveals that despite adopting the model card terminology,
most model development teams fail to provide meaningful and
comprehensive documentation that can support scrutiny for model
adoption. Certain aspects of documentation are especially limited
across different contexts of model development (i.e. open-source
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and proprietary), such as information regarding the data collec-
tion process, evaluation statistics explanation, and concrete ethical
measurements.

Motivated by the observed low adoption rate of the model cards
proposal and frequent poor documentation quality even when the
proposal is followed, we explore how we could improve the adop-
tion of model cards and encourage good documentation practices.
To this end, we design and implement a documentation tool for
data scientists, named DocML, that supports creating and updat-
ing user-oriented documentation during model development in
the computational notebook environment. A user study with 16
participants demonstrates that, when DocML was presented, data
scientists adopted documentation approaches that benefit access-
ing and managing model documentation quality. They also showed
more deliberate consideration of model development context and
ethical concerns.

Our work makes the following contributions to understanding
and supporting ML model documentation practice:

(1) Results from our empirical study, that delineate the current
practice of public model cards and highlight a clear gap
between the information needed for the model users and
information provided by the model developers;

(2) A rubric for evaluating ML documentation, developed and
used in our study based on model cards proposal, which can
be adopted by model developers and users as a documenta-
tion guideline or quality assessment tool;

(3) A JupyterLab extension, DocML to support data scientists
to write, inspect and maintain model cards during the model
development process, evaluated in a user study.

The artifacts created in this study including the rubric, list of
assessed model cards, user study design, and DocML source code,
are shared as supplementary materials alongside the paper in the
ACM Digital Library to support future investigation on improving
ML documentation.

2 RELATEDWORK

In this section, we discuss how our work is situated in previous liter-
ature on software documentation, machine learning documentation,
and tool support for data scientists.

2.1 Software Documentation

Documentation plays a key role in various software qualities, such
as usability and maintainability [59]. The primary information
about the objectives, design, and usage of the software are recorded
in different types of documentations. The study of software docu-
mentation concentrates mostly on the aspects of documentation
property and quality [2, 5, 51], documentation search and discov-
ery [61, 62], content augmentation [55, 63], and documentation cre-
ation support [30, 31, 45]. Among them, our work is most relevant
to the previous inquiry on documentation quality and interactive
documentation creation support.

Through a survey study with 323 software professionals at IBM,
Uddin and Robillard identified ten common API documentation
problems that manifested in practice [64]. Among those problems,
incompleteness and ambiguity were considered as the most frequent
problems that caused severe impact. A recent study by Aghajani

et al. examined documentation problems through a data-driven
approach [2]. They developed a taxonomy of documentation is-
sues by analyzing the documentation-related discussion developer
mailing lists, Stack Overflow discussions, issue repositories, and
pull requests. Completeness and up-to-dateness are frequently men-
tioned. Together with correctness, they constitute the category of
issues concerning documentation content. At the same time, is-
sues beyond documentation content are extremely common and
have profound implications for the documentation writers, readers,
and maintainers, such as how the content of the documentation is
written and organized (e.g., documentation usability and mainte-
nance), documentation process (e.g., traceability and contribution),
and documentation tool (e.g., bugs, supports, and improper tool
usage). This taxonomy illustrates the complexity of documentation
concerns and calls for a consideration of documentation within the
context of software development.

A large body of work on supporting documentation creation
aims to automate content generation. Examples include generating
progress-related documentation such as commit messages [15] and
summarizing method [43], files [45], or even the whole project [31].
Such work normally relies on heuristic or machine learning meth-
ods to extract or synthesize content from the input artifacts and
inevitably introduces both errors and biases. Since our work em-
phasizes documentation quality, a more interactive approach with
which the documentation writer has full control over the content
being created is more relevant. The work by Head et al. is an exam-
ple of focusing on the interaction aspect for tutorial writers [30].
We adopt a similar approach. Motivated by the empirical observa-
tions of model documentation quality, we seek to address the needs
from data scientists during model development and documentation
through the interaction design.

2.2 Documentation for Machine Learning

The interest in ML documentation mostly concerns data and model
documentation [8], proposing what content to include in such
documentation. On the data side, work on Dataset Nutrition La-
bels [32] and Datasheets [23] propose standards for documenting
information related to the data, such as provenance, statistics, and
accountable parties. Using software modeling techniques, the work
of DescribeML proposes to describe the dataset structure, prove-
nance, and social concerns (e.g. biases, potential harm, and privacy)
through a domain specific language [24]. On the model side, model
cards [44] and fact sheets [4] propose standards for model documen-
tation. Particularly, the work on model cards proposed by Mitchell
et al. [44] has gathered substantial interest from both academia
and industry. It aims to standardize ML model documentation; it
suggests that the model cards should record information beyond
performance characteristics, including intended and out-of-scope
use cases, potential pitfalls, and ethical considerations. Several com-
panies such as Google, Nvidia, and Saleforce have adopted model
cards for some of their public models. Hugging Face, the open
source ML model hosting platform, also encourage its users to
adopt model cards when sharing their models. Our work provides
a more critical view of the current adoption of model cards. We set
off to understand the impact of the model cards proposal on the
quality of model documentation.
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Previous work on the ML documentation process is relatively
scarce. For fact sheets, Richards et al. [54] discuss that an interactive
process with stakeholders is needed to define what information
should be contained in the documentation in the first place. The
proposed methodology describes how stakeholders can instrument
their documentation generation at each stage of the AI develop-
ment life cycle by asking concrete questions relevant to that stage.
While the outcome of this process might resemble the model cards,
it provides more support for planning the documentation effort
and collaboration between different roles within the organization
towards AI documentation. A more recent work built on the con-
cept of model cards delves deep into how the content of model
cards can support non-experts in making decisions related to the
model [16]. Compared to the standard model cards proposed by
Mitchell et al. [44], this work and its notion of “interactive model
cards” shift the focus to the model users and provide more probing
and assessing support for them to better understand the risks and
ethical consequences related to model adoption.

Despite the intense interest in ML documentation, in practice,
the effort and therefore the quality of documentation still fall short.
In a recent study with 45 practitioners from 28 organizations, doc-
umentation is identified as one of the biggest challenges when
building and deploying ML systems into production [47]. Similar to
the traditional software, incomplete and out-dated documentation
is a major concern. On the data side, the existing data documen-
tation for public dataset is “never sufficient for model teams to
understand the data” [47]. On the model side, missing documen-
tation causes hidden assumptions and losing knowledge on key
decisions about the models being developed. Our work contributes
to filling the wide gap between the aspiration and practice for ML
documentation. In particular, as a starting point, we aim to nudge
the data scientists to consider various aspects of model cards dur-
ing model development and adopt better practice towards model
documentation.

2.3 Tool Support for Data Scientists

As part of the ML development team, data scientists fulfill a decisive
role in shaping the machine learning pipeline [46]. From available
public or internal data sets, data scientists perform complex data
wrangling to understand and transform the data into usable for-
mats for ML models. They also experiment with different model
architectures and hyper-parameter settings to improve the model
performance on important metrics. The entire process is iterative
and often performed on computational notebooks, such as Jupyter
notebooks and Google Colab [70]. Computational notebooks are
effective when used as a scratch pad to quickly test ideas or to
create a narrative computational storyline, but at the same time,
they are reported to suffer from many problems, such as missing
version control, unpredictable executing orders, and ill support for
managing dependencies and debugging, creating significant bar-
riers for data scientists to adopt best engineering practices and to
reliably develop ML models [12].

Existing work supporting data scientists’ workflow mainly fo-
cuses on the notebook environment. The effort includes but is
not limited to synthesizing data wrangling code [20], visualizing
and comparing alternative paths in the ML pipeline [66, 68], and

supporting cleaning of exploratory code [28]. In terms of documen-
tation, Yang et al. [69] proposed a documentation tool WrangleDOC
to automatically summarize the data wrangling code in the note-
book through program synthesis. The generated summary consists
of data input, output, and transformation that can assist the data
scientists in understanding and verifying the early steps of the ML
pipeline. Along similar lines, Wang et al. [67] proposed a tool called
Themisto that combines deep-learning and information retrieval ap-
proaches to generate documentation for code cells in the notebook.
Themisto also prompts the data scientists to add documentation
for the code cells with output. Compared with those works, our
tool has a distinct objective. The target users of WrangleDOC and
Themisto are data scientists themselves. Those tools aim to support
documenting the notebooks for data scientists to develop and reuse
notebooks. Therefore, the resulting documentation can be filled
with developmental details. Maffey et al. [42] propose a domain-
specific language for model evaluations that require embedding
in the development process and that can automatically generate
reports as documentation including many different facets of model
quality. The tool proposed in our work, however, focuses on en-
couraging data scientists to consider ethical aspects of their model
development and to follow the documentation standard to create
documentation for various stakeholders who need to reason about
whether the model properties in different use cases.

3 UNDERSTANDING MODEL CARD

PRACTICE

The number of ML models being published and reused is increasing
at an astounding speed. Hugging Face, one of the popular platforms
for sharing and hosting reusable models, is used by more than
5,000 organizations and currently hosts more than 19 thousand
machine-learned models [22]. The top-ranked model on Hugging
Face named BERT base model (uncased) is downloaded more than
22M times per month.1 Many organizations also offer proprietary
models for a wide range of tasks through public APIs, from BigTech
companies such as Google and AWS to many startups.

The technical steps for reusing models and incorporating them
as components into applications for various predictive tasks is easy,
typically by downloading the trainedmodel binary or calling a REST
API. However, understanding the scope and quality of a model is
often not obvious. Incomplete documentation of ML models can
cause serious trouble for the potential model adopters to properly
set up the models within their own application. More importantly,
without information about the model development process and
their impact on performance and ethics in the application domain,
the models might be misused or used without proper care, and
therefore causing various harm to the end-users [7, 10].

To understand the current practice in documenting reusable
models and the gap between recommendations and practices, we
conduct an empirical study on model documentation. We start with
collecting a dataset of models and corresponding documentation
that explicitly or implicitly indicates the adoption of the proposal of
model cards. We focus our study on model cards because this format
has had a considerable impact in both academia and industry [44]
(more in Section 2.2). We then examine the collected model cards

1https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
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using a rubric we created based on the original proposal for model
cards [44]. Our analysis is entirely manual and mixes qualitative
and quantitative aspects to ensure the reliability of our evaluation.
We developed and validated our rubric iteratively and release it
publicly as a potential foundation for documentation guidelines or
quality assessment tools. Finally, we discuss the implications of the
model documentation quality evaluation result.

3.1 Background: The Model Cards Proposal

We first provide more details about the work of model cards. Before
this work, ML models were mainly compared based on model per-
formance, measured mostly by accuracy metrics on the whole test
dataset, such as precision, recall, and f-measures. The proposal of
“model cards,” suggests that the model comparisons should consider
the ethical axes especially when the model is going to be adopted in
applications that have a serious impact on people’s lives. It further
advocates that the model should be evaluated on the performance of
subgroups divided by culture, demographic, other domain-relevant
conditions, and their intersections. Overall, the model card proposal
suggests including nine sections for the model documentation to
encourage more responsible and accountable practice during model
development. The sections are:

• Model Details, lists basic information about themodel, such
as model release date, its version, the type of the model,
license, responsible parties, and how to contact them;

• Intended Use, describes the primary use cases and users
that the model serves and the use cases that are out-of-scope
but easily confused with or highly related to;

• Factors, records how the demographic or phenotypic
groups, as well as instrumental and environmental factors,
impact the model performance;

• Metrics, covers the measurement of model performance,
including how those measurements are calculated;

• Evaluation Data, describes the details of the datasets used
to quantitatively evaluate the model performance. It should
also include the justification of dataset selection and any
prepossessing procedure followed;

• Training Data, describes the details of the dataset used
for training the model. When the information cannot be
disclosed, it should provide basic information such as the
distribution over groups;

• QuantitativeAnalyses, illustrates how themodel performs
through disaggregated evaluation with respect to each factor
identified and their intersections;

• Ethical Considerations, discusses the ethical considera-
tions taken during the model development, such as if the
model uses sensitive data, the foreseen risks and how they
are mitigated, etc.;

• Caveats and Recommendations, lists additional concerns
that are not covered in previous sections.

To illustrate how to adopt model cards, the original proposal
included two concrete model cards documenting two publicly avail-
able models: one smiling detection model [41] and one toxicity
detection model [36]. Interested readers can refer to the original
model cards paper by Mitchell et al. [44] for full details.

3.2 Assessing Model Cards In the Field

3.2.1 Model Cards Collection. To understand how the model cards
proposal is adopted in practice, we curated a dataset of model
cards from three sources. We intentionally stratified our sample
to cover mostly models that adopt the idea of model cards and
to cover both commercial and research models. As a baseline for
comparison of documentation practice, we also collected a set of
model documentation that does not explicitly mention model cards.
The final collection is summarized in Table 1. We describe the
collection process from each source below.

Hugging Face Model Cards. We selected Hugging Face [22]
as a source because of its large user base. They formally adopt
the model cards proposal by providing documentation [21] and
training materials2 and show each model’s README file under the
label “Model Card” on the landing page for each hosted model. The
content and structure of that README, however, is not checked
when publishing models. We collected model cards from Hugging
Face to observe how effective model card promotion can be. From its
website, we collected all 370 models with more than 5,000 monthly
downloads. We then randomly sampled 20 of these model cards
from the top 100monthly downloads, representing themost popular
models on Hugging Face, and 30 from the rest of the 270 model
cards, representing models with decent popularity.

GitHub Model Cards. GitHub is a popular platform to share
ML models, along with the code to train the model. Some authors
have adopted the model cards proposal for documenting the model
in their README files. Therefore, we included GitHub to analyze
the practices of adopting model cards for open source ML models.
We used two search queries to identify candidate repositories. First,
we used code search to identify repositories that used the Model
Card Toolkit [25], an open source Python Model Card API with the
search query “import model_card_toolkit”. Second, we searched with
the query “model card” in the README files among all repositories.
We then manually validated all results, by removing any reposito-
ries that did not contain actual model cards, were included in the
Hugging Face data, or were duplicates of another GitHub reposi-
tory. After validation, we identified only a single repository using
the model card toolkit and 23 repositories recognizably adopting
the model cards proposal in their README. This process yielded
a relatively complete set of model cards for ML models shared on
GitHub.

Company Model Cards. As the third source of model docu-
mentation, we searched for models offered as APIs from companies
(from Big Tech to startups). To this end, we relied on Google search
with keywords “model card” and “model card [company name],” us-
ing company names including Nvidia, Microsoft, Google, Facebook,
OpenAI, DeepMind, and Amazon. We manually inspected the top
results, discarding false positives, resulting in 28 model cards for
commercial models. While the resulting set is not exhaustive, its
size is comparable to the size of documentation sets from other
sources.

Baseline (Non Model Cards).We further included a sample of
ML models hosted on GitHub that do not claim to have followed
the model cards proposal, representing the common unstructured
model documentation practice. To identify relevant repositories,

2https://huggingface.co/course/chapter4/4?fw=pt
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Table 1: Model cards collection that is used in our empirical study on documentation quality.

Source Subcategory # of Samples

Top 100 Most Downloaded 20Hugging Face Top 101-370 Most Downloaded 30
Model Card Toolkit 1GitHub Model Card “Model Card” in Project README 23

Companies - 28
Baseline (Non “Model Card”) - 30

Total 132

we search GitHub for three common and popular machine learn-
ing tasks for which models are commonly shared and nontrivial
reuse questions arise (including ethical questions): object detection,
sentiment analysis, and face generation. Among the identified can-
didate repositories, we sampled 30 (10 for each task) that meet the
following criteria: have a README, release their pre-trained ML
models, but do not mention model cards.

3.2.2 Rubric Development. We realized in early phases of themodel
cards assessment the difficulty in judging reliably how well certain
aspects of a model are documented, for example, if the scope of
a model is described accurately and clearly. Such judgement is
highly subjective; we found low inter-rater reliability and found it
challenging to define and describe levels of a measure. Hence, we
converged on an approach that measures more reliably whether
certain topics are covered in the documentation with concrete
yes/no questions at the cost of capturing only the presence of
information in the documentation but not its comprehensiveness
or correctness. The resulting list of questions served as a rubric
to judge how different aspects of the model cards proposal were
documented and to compare model cards from different sources.

Concretely, starting from the description of each component in
the original model cards paper, we converted each aspect to be
covered in the recommended model card structure into a set of
concrete yes/no questions. For example, for the aspect “primary
intended usage” in the Intended Uses section of model cards, our
rubric includes a question of Does this model card (or equivalent
model documentation) explain scenarios in which to use the model?
We developed those questions iteratively based on our own observa-
tions while inspecting documentation in our dataset. For example,
we observed that certain aspects recommended by model cards are
closely related, for example, the “Quantitative Analyses” and “Ethi-
cal Considerations.” We merged those sections and added concrete
questions to resolve potential ambiguity in interpreting their cate-
gories. The resulting questions for “Ethical Considerations” include:
Are ethical considerations discussed? Does the documentation discuss
the used process for considering ethical issues with the model? and
Do the documentation provide concrete measurements to support
the discussed ethical considerations? (Q20 - Q22 in Table 2). For each
section, we also added the interpretation of potentially ambiguous
terms in the questions, as well as examples of when to rate yes and
no for corner cases.

The rubric was created iteratively and underwent three rounds of
inter-rater reliability assessment. An initial rubric was designed and

used by six individual raters, each evaluating the same ten model
documentations (random selection of five from companies and five
from Hugging Face). We then updated our rubric after investigating
and resolving inconsistencies among the raters. We followed the
same process during the second round on a new set of 15 model
cards with an inter-rater reliability of 0.59 using Cohen’s Kappa [14].
In the final round, we focused on three questions that yielded the
most disagreement: questions about the target distribution of the
model and the description of the training data (Q8, Q17, and Q19
in Table 2). After clarification and refining the rubric for those
questions, we reached 0.73 inter-rater reliability using Cohen’s
Kappa for those questions using additional 15 model cards.

As part of the rubric, we instructed raters to only look at the
primary documentation (model cards or README files), but not to
follow links to papers or external data, unless the main documenta-
tion makes it clear what specific information can be found there (e.g.
“for more graphs demonstrating the model’s performance, see link”).
This was an intentional choice to focus on the core documentation
that a user might read rather than evaluate what information users
could acquire by digging through academic papers or conducting
their own experiments. This aligns with the model cards proposal
that suggests collecting all important information in a compact
description.

After establishing the reliability of the assessment rubric, one
author manually rated all model cards in our dataset using the
rubric. Note that we do not intend this rubric to give an overall
score to a model card, but intend it to be used to determine whether
the different aspects of information recommended by the model
cards proposal are provided. The complete rubric is included in the
supplementary material for future reuse and refinement by model
developers and other model stakeholders.

3.2.3 Threats to Validity. As discussed, our rubric does not assess
the completeness or correctness of information, but only whether a
model card includes information related to the sections in the model
card proposal. We also largely excluded linked documents and
papers from what we consider as the primary documentation. Our
results should be interpreted with these decisions in mind. Whereas
we could analyze a (near) complete set of models with model cards
from corporations and GitHub, we had to sample for Hugging Face
and baseline (GitHub models without model cards). Our samples
were not truly random; to consider the impact of the models and
to keep the analysis manageable, we stratified the sample among
popular Hugging Face projects and focused on models for three
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Table 2: Evaluation result for model documentation using

our rubric. Each bar shows the percentage of model doc-

umentation that includes the information relating to the

question. The vertical bar indicates the mean score across

all data sources. The concrete rubric (question and their de-

scriptions) is included in the supplementary material.

Question Mean Score

Model Description
1. Contact Information
2. Model Type
3. Model Date/Version
4. Model License

Intended Usages
5. Intended Uses
6. Out of Scope Uses
7. How to Use

Target Distribution
8. Target Distribution Description
9. Target Distribution Examples

Evaluation Metrics
10. Evaluation Statistics Reported
11. Evaluation Statistics Explained
12. Model Performance Visuals
Evaluation Process
13. Evaluation Process Explained
14. Evaluation Data Explained
15. Evaluation Data Available

Training Process
16. Training Process Explained
17. Data Properties Explained
18. Data Collection/Creation Explained
19. Training Data Available

Ethical Considerations
20. Ethical Considerations Discussed
21. Ethical Issue Mitigation Process
22. Concrete Ethical Measurements

        Overall Mean 
        GitHub No Model Card 
        Hugging Face 
        GitHub “Model Card” 
        Company 
 
 
 

0                                       1 

Baseline (Non “Model Card”) Hugging Face
GitHub “Model Card” Company Overall Mean

tasks in the baseline. Finally, our analysis was manual and relies
on some subjective judgement despite our best attempts to clarify
and validate the rubric.

3.3 Assessment Results

3.3.1 Quantitative Result. In Table 2, we summarize what aspects
are included in each model card and baseline model documentation
in our dataset. Below, we discuss our observation on examining
the documentation across sources and aspects in the model cards

proposal. We use the termmodel documentation to refer to the entire
documentation set we collected, including the baseline.

Model cards provided by companies and in GitHub repos-

itories tend to include more information corresponding to

model cards proposal than model cards on Hugging Face.
Model cards provided by companies rank on top for 11 out of 22
questions based on the mean score, while Model cards in GitHub
rank on top for eight questions. In contrast, model cards on Hugging
Face are less likely to include information related to most questions
- all but Q2, Q3, Q10, and Q19, by Dunn’s Kruskal-Wallis multiple
comparisons test. We also found no significant differences between
the two strata of our Hugging Face sample, suggesting that the
most popular models are not documented more comprehensively
than less popular ones. Our baseline (documentation in GitHub
repositories without mentioning model cards) draws a more mixed
picture. They are rated similarly to or even higher than those of
companies’ model cards and GitHub model cards for some aspects,
such as the intended use (Q5 and Q7), but fall short on questions re-
lated to ethical considerations (Q20-Q22), where they rarely include
any information, similar to Hugging Face model cards.

Most model documentation have an unbalanced coverage

of aspects in the model cards proposal. Overall, we found that
18 of the 22 types of information covered by our questions were
included in less than half of the models’ documentation. Only ques-
tions about the model type (Q2), model date and version (Q3), in-
tended uses (Q5), and target distribution description (Q8) are in-
cluded in more than half of the models’ documentation. Q6 about
the situations where a user should not use a model, however, was
only documented in 32% of the models’ documentation. Similarly,
merely 35% of the models’ documentation included some discus-
sion of bias or ethics (Q20). The ethical issue mitigation process
(Q21) and measurement (Q22) were included in less than 10% of the
models’ documentation.

3.3.2 Further Observations. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, our
rubric is used to evaluate the occurrence of information in the
documentation for each question, not the comprehensiveness or
correctness of the information. Nevertheless, during our assess-
ment, we did observe strong variance in the extent to which the
documentation answers those questions in the rubric.

The information provided in themodel documentation is

often vague. Taking Q8 about the target distribution as an example:
Q8 was one of the few questions that was included in more than
half of the model documentation. Yet, the majority of the documen-
tation fails to provide more than very vague or generic information
about the target distribution. For example, one model card3 from
Hugging Face claims to be a “Dutch pre-trained BERT model”, hint-
ing the target distribution being strings that represent text in Dutch
– however, it leaves many questions about other characteristics of
the inputs a model user could expect for the model to work for,
such as the domain of the text (e.g., news, social media, reviews,
etc.) and the style of the text (e.g., verbal and written). As one of the
few exceptions, Nvidia PeopleNet model card4 represents a high-
quality description of the target distribution, describing their model
as being able to detect “persons, bags and faces” from “RGB Image

3https://huggingface.co/GroNLP/bert-base-dutch-cased
4https://catalog.ngc.nvidia.com/orgs/nvidia/models/tlt_peoplenet

https://huggingface.co/GroNLP/bert-base-dutch-cased
https://catalog.ngc.nvidia.com/orgs/nvidia/models/tlt_peoplenet
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of dimensions: 960 X 544 X 3 (W x H x C).” This model card then
details the cases when the models might not perform as expected,
including when target objects are smaller than 10x10 pixels, when
more than 20% of the objects are occluded or truncated, when the
photo is taken in dark lighting conditions, and so forth.

Shallow or no discussion along the ethical axes. While the
GitHub projects model cards and the model cards from companies
largely included information to answer Q20 (any ethical consider-
ations), the information is often insufficient to examine concrete
actual ethical issues related to the model. For example, one model
card5 from a company simply states in their ethical considerations
section “We attempted to avoid bias and other ethical risks by not
including demographic data in the model,” but offer no further dis-
cussion, such as the scope of demographic data, the rationale of not
including it, other biases from the data collection process, and steps
taken for fairness auditing [33]. Such narrow or shallow discus-
sions are reflected in the drop of scores between question Q20 (any
ethical discussion) and questions Q21 and Q22 that engage with the
ethical issue mitigation process and concrete measurements (see
Table 2). A model card that demonstrates a more extensive expla-
nation of ethical considerations can be seen in Salesforce’s CTRL
model card.6 It mentions that the “model was evaluated internally
as well as externally by third parties, including the Partnership on
AI, prior to release” and provide a detailed description of steps they
took to mitigate potential misuse, indicating that more extensive
and meaningful effort towards mitigating potential ethical issues.

Model documentation often is not self-contained and

sometimes directs the readers to additional resources. In par-
ticular, 45 out of the 132 model documentation (8 from Baseline
and 37 from other model cards) in our dataset contain a link to an
academic paper without summarizing the key information. In partic-
ular, 50% of the GitHub model documentation without mentioning
model cards and 44% of the Hugging Face model cards simply state
that they are implementations or reimplementations of a specific
linked academic paper. As discussed above, we do not consider this
as an adequate substitute for the targeted and concise information
suggested by the model cards proposal. A research paper is nor-
mally presented in a way targeting readers with sufficient academic
background, not necessarily aligned with the background of the
model users. Furthermore, in terms of comprehensiveness, includ-
ing multiple links to outside sources decentralizes the information,
increasing the chance of a model user missing key details.

3.4 Discussion

Drawing from our empirical investigations on model cards in the
field, we discuss the gap between the original model cards proposal
and the ML model documentation practice as well as its implica-
tions.

Top-down aspiration alone is insufficient to systemati-

cally improve the MLmodel documentation practice. Similar
to the development teams of traditional software, the development
teams of ML software constantly juggle with different constraints

5https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.mc_anb_einstein_messaging_
insights_ethical_considerations.htm
6https://github.com/salesforce/ctrl/blob/master/ModelCard.pdf

and priorities [47]. While model documentation has been recog-
nized as important by various stakeholders, the development team
often sacrifices the effort of creating high-quality documentation
for other seemingly more pressing concerns, such as a fast pace to
the market. Our results also suggest that Hugging Face’s attempt
to promote the concept of model cards and to label the READMEs
as model cards in their interface is ineffective to encourage the
adoption of the model cards proposal. Indeed, on average, docu-
mentation of models on Hugging Face includes similar information
to models published on GitHub without any mention of model
cards. On the other hand, developers who voluntarily adopt model
cards in GitHub repositories and those who publish models of com-
panies tend to include information such as out-of-scope uses and
evaluation results more systematically. Such effort might stem from
the explicit requirements or intrinsic motivation for improving the
model documentation.

Certain aspects of the ML models, in particular the as-

pects along the ethical axes, are rarely provided in themodel

cards in the field. The original model cards proposal aims to en-
courage model stakeholders to consider the broader context of
model development and application. The ML documentation there-
fore should include the discussion about their decision making
process during data collection and ethical consideration. However,
our investigation reveals that even those who voluntarily adopt
model cards commonly skip those sections. The ethical issue miti-
gation process (Q21) and measurement (Q22) were included in less
than 10% of the models’ documentation, suggesting only a shallow
(public) engagement with fairness issues. These results demonstrate
how most model documentation is insufficient for reasoning about
the impact of model adoption, such as the model performance on
unforeseen scenarios and on minority populations.

Meaningful encouragement for better documentation

practices is needed duringmodel development.Aswith any ef-
fective software engineering practice, the practice of documentation
should be placed within the context of ML model development [55];
it will be ill-adopted otherwise. Hugging Face has provided the
training materials for adopting the model cards proposal as part of
their online tutorials. Nevertheless, our study reveals that the vast
majority of its users do not take the time to follow the instructions
provided; only a single one included ethical considerations or any
discussion of bias. In fact, we found at least four Hugging Face
model cards were created by the Hugging Face team on behalf of
the model creators. Those findings indicate that ML model docu-
mentation in general still seems to be an afterthought at best. This
is against the vision of the original model cards proposal that the
model cards should be used as an instrument to encourage more
deliberate consideration of ethical aspects of ML models during
model development. Based on those observations, we suggest that
a more meaningful encouragement for better documenting ML
models should start at the model development time rather than
after.

4 DOCML DESIGN

Our work aims to accelerate wide adoption of model cards, im-
prove compliance, and encourage more accountable documentation
practice. In the meantime, we also acknowledge that ML model

https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.mc_anb_einstein_messaging_insights_ethical_considerations.htm
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.mc_anb_einstein_messaging_insights_ethical_considerations.htm
https://github.com/salesforce/ctrl/blob/master/ModelCard.pdf
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development is a complex process that involves many different
stakeholders, such as domain experts, data scientists, and software
developers. As discussed in the previous section, an effective docu-
mentation tool should fit into the concrete workflow for individuals
with different backgrounds. We, therefore, focus on the data sci-
entists in this work as a starting point, considering their critical
role in shaping model development. In this section, we present an
interactive documentation tool that can be integrated as part of the
model development routine of data scientists. We discuss the major
considerations for designing such a tool and the implementation of
our prototype.

4.1 DocML User Interface

The primary design goal of DocML is informed by our empirical
analysis of the model cards in the field that are mainly ill-organized
and missing important sections from the model cards proposal.
DocML aims to nudge data scientists to consider and comply with
the model cards proposal during the model development, especially
the sections related to ethics that are often overlooked (design goal
G1).

We are also inspired by the existing body of literature on ML
practices, in particular the discussion related to documentation.
ML models are often improved in an iterative and continuous pro-
cess [37, 47, 49, 58], mostly with additional data over time, there is
a serious risk that model documentation and actual model proper-
ties drift apart. Since the documentation is critical for regulatory
compliance, knowledge transfer, and reproducibility, its documen-
tation quality needs to be constantly assessed and managed [27, 34].
While computational notebooks, the tools data scientists heavily
rely on, have innate support for documentation as markdown cells,
they are often messy and hard to make sense of [29]. DocML, there-
fore, aims to support continuous assessing and managing the model
documentation quality (design goal G2).

Following the above two design goals, we built an early proto-
type of DocML. We then presented the prototype to users with a
data science background from our connection and solicited addi-
tional feedback. Next, we further refined the prototype to integrate
those additional design considerations. Below, we describe the final
interface of DocML and discuss how it supports several scenarios
when the data scientists develop and maintain their models and the
corresponding documentation in the notebook environment.

4.1.1 Creating the model cards within the notebook environment
(towards G1 and 𝐺2) . DocML is designed and implemented as an
extension for Jupyter Lab, one of the most used notebook environ-
ments for data scientists. When activated, the interactive documen-
tation panel will be expanded alongside their notebook on Jupyter
Lab as shown in Figure 1. The pre-defined model card sections
(introduced in Section 3.1) will show on this panel so that users
will be reminded during the model development and documenta-
tion writing. Users can provide additional sections that reflecting
their model development context, such as library use; they can also
customize existing sections titles and orders, all through an explicit
configuration file.

When users click the edit button next to the section title on the
DocML panel, they can start filling in the content for that section.
Instead of maintaining a separate data storage for the model card,

we redirect users to an automatically created markdown cell in
the notebook with the section title (shown as 1○ in Figure 2). To
differentiate model card content that is more user oriented with
other markdowns in the notebook that serve different purposes,
we created a special set of HTML comments indicating their role
in the model card. Users can view the latest version of model card
under development anytime though clicking the Refresh button on
the panel (see Figure 1). The completed model card can be exported
to a markdown file for sharing by clicking the Export to MD button.

4.1.2 Nudging the adoption of model cards proposal (towards G1).
To nudge data scientists to consider and to follow the model cards
proposal more effectively, we designed and implemented several
features. First, when the users hover their cursor on the title of
each model card section, a concise description for that section is
shown to remind them what content is appropriate (as indicated by
2○ in Figure 2). Moreover, explicit links to one or more examples
can be added next to the section title so that users can reference
when necessary (as indicated by 3○ in the Figure 2). In this exam-
ple, we select several high-quality model cards from our empirical
study discussed in Section 3.3 as exemplars. The section titles, their
descriptions, and examples links are also customizable through the
configuration file.

Once the users finish editing the model card, they can export it
to an markdown file for sharing. At this point, DocMLwill perform
a lightweight completion check and inform them if any pre-defined
sections are still empty (Figure 3). This extra step serves as an
encouragement for them to complete missing sections.

4.1.3 Model card maintenance through code-document traceability
(towards G2). Certain sections in the model card directly describe
the purpose and outcome of the code cells in the notebook, such as
the training process and evaluation process. The quality of those
sections in this case depends on how accurate the code cells are
described. To support the cross-reference between model card and
source code, we adopt the concept of traceability, which is often
used in software engineering for safety-critical systems [26]. In
particular, users can explicitly link the code cells to the correspond-
ing sections in the model cards so that the content can be easily
referenced and analyzed during model card creation and mainte-
nance. We defined six stages that represent a common machine
learning pipeline related to the data scientists [3], i.e. data cleaning,
preprocessing, hyperparameter tuning, model training, and model
evaluation. To alleviate the manual effort required on selecting the
stages, we automatically identify the stages for common libraries
used by data scientists, including scikit-learn,7 numpy,8 pandas,9
and matplotlib10 through constructing a knowledge base of the API
usage. Further support to other libraries can be added by enhancing
the knowledge base. In case of incorrectly identified or missed code
cells due to the auto-detection process, users can correct the stages
manually. Under the hood, the trace links are maintained through
the metadata for the code cells which cannot be easily viewed in the
notebook environment. To make the information easily accessible,

7https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
8https://numpy.org
9https://pandas.pydata.org
10https://matplotlib.org
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Figure 1: As the data scientists are developing models, they can activate DocML by clicking the tool button. The notebook and

the documentation panel will show side by side on Jupyter Lab.

Figure 2: The user starts editing the model card for each section by clicking the edit button. The content is created and main-

tained within the notebook 1○. DocML presents the description for each section when the cursor hovers over the title of the

section 2○ and provides documentation examples through hyperlinks next to the section title 3○.

.

Figure 3: DocML suggests the users to add content in the

empty sections before exporting.

we automatically inject code comments to indicate those trace links,
as shown in Figure 4.

Once the trace links are established, the model card maintainers
or reviewers can easily navigate the code cells related to correspond-
ing model card sections through a navigation bar on the DocML
panel. It also indicates the relevant location of the code cell within
the notebook (see Figure 5).

4.2 Implementation

The architecture of DocML includes a back-end extractor mod-
ule, which is written in Python and JavaScript, and a front-end
JupyterLab plugin written in React. It supports multiple model
cards interfaces at the same time with the single back-end. The
front-end module follows the interface design specifications de-
scribed in Section 4.1. The back-end module analyzes the code in
the notebook building on existing tools for program analysis,11 ML
stages analysis for notebook12 and cell dependencies analysis.13

11https://github.com/andrewhead/python-program-analysis
12https://github.com/yjiang2cmu/Jupyter-Notebook-Project
13https://github.com/jerry-lu/cell-dependencies

Once a request is made from the front-end plugin, the content of the
notebook is sent to the back-end for obtaining the cell dependencies
and clustering the cells that belong to the same stage. Mappings to
the relevant stage name are then added either based on the manual
input by the user or based on knowledge base matching rules which
classify various scikit-learn, numpy, pandas and matplotlib function
calls in the sections.

The configuration file consists of a list of JSON objects, which
record customizable content such as section names, their descrip-
tion, and any examples that showcase the suggested way of docu-
mentation. The JSON objects are populated and displayed in the
front-end when DocML is initialized. All markdown cells from the
Jupyter Notebook are parsed to retrieve any model documentation
with the specific HTML tags for displaying on the tool panel.

5 USER STUDY

We conducted a lab user study to investigate to what degreeDocML
can support data scientists towards responsible and accountable
documentation practice during model development and mainte-
nance.

5.1 Study design

Ideally, we would have liked to observe how model developers use
DocML in practice over an extended period to study the subtle
effects of nudging and traceability. With the low adoption of model
cards and few alternatives, we found such a design infeasible. In-
stead, we intentionally limited the scope of our study to questions
we could ask within a controlled experiment involving experienced
notebook users. In a lab setting, we cannot well study nudging
effects on model cards, since we just freshly remind all participants
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Figure 4: Users can explicitly select the machine learning stages corresponding to the model documentation. Once selected,

the stage is indicated through a code comment.

Figure 5: To support the users to navigate the corresponding cells in the notebook, DocML provide a navigation bar for each

machine learning stage specified in the notebook.

(both treatment and control group) about the model cards proposal.
Hence we focus our study on exploring how DocML changes the
focus and actions of its users, compared to users who are familiar
with model cards but do not have dedicated tool support.

In a nutshell, we design a between-subject controlled exper-
iment [6], where participants are given two notebooks with an
incomplete, low-quality model card each and asked to perform
tasks, including (a) selecting a model and (b) changing a model
and its corresponding documentation. In the process, we observe
how they navigate the notebooks, use the model cards, and make
updates to the documentation. This allows us to focus on design
aspects of our tool regarding tooling integration and transparency
to answer the research questions below, but it provides only limited
insight into the effectiveness of nudging in a natural environment
– which we leave for future studies.

Our study aims to answer three research questions:

• RQ1:What kind of information does DocML encourage the
data scientists to consider for ML model documentation?

• RQ2: What documentation approaches emerge when
DocML is presented compared with the existing notebook
environment?

• RQ3:What features could be changed or added to support
data scientists in model documentation?

RQ1 relates (1) to problems in current practices of using model
cards relating very selective documentation and (2) to our design
goal (G1) of encouraging model developers to comply more with the
model cards proposal, especially regarding ethics. In contrast, RQ2
relates primarily to our design goal (G2) of encouraging developers

toward a process of continuous assessing and managing the model
documentation. Finally, RQ3 seeks feedback on the tooling itself.

5.2 Method

We performed between-subject controlled experiments with 16
participants with or without DocML in a remote lab setting using
Microsoft Teams. The study protocol was approved by the research
ethics board at McGill University. Below, we discuss the details
of the recruitment process, lab experiments design, and how we
analyzed the experiments result.

5.2.1 Recruitment and Participants. We recruited participants
through invitations on Twitter, LinkedIn, and from our personal
networks followed by screening the candidates with appropriate
backgrounds. The selection criteria included having sufficient expe-
rience with the notebook environment and having shared at least
one ML model prior to the study. Suitable candidates were invited
to participate in the study. In the end, 16 participants were recruited.
The recruited participants were asked to fill out pre-study survey
form, following which they participated in the remote lab study
that lasts for around one hour, and then in a post-study interview.

Among them, 14 participants have at least one year of experi-
ence using computational notebooks. All participants have used
Jupyter Notebook in academic settings (e.g. for assignments) and
five of them also used Jupyter Notebook in professional settings
(e.g. professional data scientists). The participants have a varied
degree of experience with model documentation. While they have
all developed and shared MLmodels with others before (the require-
ment for participating our study), four participants mentioned that
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they have not written any explicit user-oriented documentation
before. At the same time, one participant suggested that they have
documented every model that they have developed.

5.2.2 Study Process. The 16 participants were randomly divided
into two groups so that we can understand the impact introduced
by our tool (RQ1 and RQ2). One group performed the study with
DocML (the experimental condition; participants 𝑃𝐸1-𝑃𝐸8), and the
other group without our tool (control condition; participants 𝑃𝐶1-
𝑃𝐶8). In the pre-study survey, all participants answered questions
about their data scientist background and documentation practice
and were informed of the model cards proposal. Participants in
the experimental group were additionally asked to watch a short
tutorial video introducing the functions of DocML and to access
and get familiar with DocML’s interface.

At the start of the study, we provided the participants with an in-
complete notebook and a model card in the form of a README.md
file. This model card suffers from several common documentation
quality issues. For example, it only contains a small number of
model card sections, such as information about the model, intended
use, and preprocessing. The information in each section is not
necessarily complete. Moreover, the content of the model card is
inconsistent with the original notebook in three places, specifically
the library use, hyper-parameters, and the dataset feature descrip-
tion. We deliberately chose not to inform the participants of the
concrete quality problems to mimic the model cards they might
encounter in practice. All the study artifacts are included in the
supplementary materials.

The participants from both groups were asked to perform two
identical tasks, around 20 minutes each, representing common
activities during ML model development and maintenance. The
first task was to choose one among the two potential models we
provided in the notebook and complete the documentation for the
model of their choice. The participants were encouraged to make
any changes to the existing code and documentation to improve
their accuracy, completeness, or other quality attributes. During
the second task, the participants were asked to develop a new
model on the same dataset using different features and to update
the documentation accordingly. The resulting documentation from
two groups was compared to answer RQ1. The entire process was
video recorded for later analysis on their documentation activities
to answer our RQ2.

Upon completion of the two tasks, we interviewed the partici-
pants about their experiences related to the model documentation
(RQ3). For the experimental group, we asked the participants to
evaluate six major features of DocML and how the features might
fit in the workflow of data scientists. For the control group, we
sought their opinion on the potential support that would improve
their documentation experience.

5.2.3 Analysis. We analyze the experiment primarily qualitatively
to understand how the participants approach documentation under
different conditions. We first assessed the kind of changes they
made to the provided model cards to answer RQ1. The analysis
for RQ2 was done through a thematic analysis [65] of the video
recordings by two of the authors. We particularly focused on the
various activities they performed to understand data scientists’

attitudes towards documentation creation and quality assessment
and if they leverage the features of DocML when available.

5.3 Threat to Validity

The study is limited by the lab setting where the time constraint
plays a major factor impacting the documentation experience of
the participants. Task complexity, target domain, and other factors
might play a bigger role in practice. Moreover, despite providing
the tutorial and tool access prior to the study, participants in the
experimental group still experience a learning curve of using the
tool. Therefore, our study might not reflect the documentation qual-
ity developed by users who are already familiar with the interface.
Finally, the long-term impact of deploying the tool, especially dur-
ing continuous model and document evolution, cannot be observed
from current study design.

5.4 Results and Observations

5.4.1 Consideration of the Model Cards Proposal (RQ1). Obser-
vation of the control group. Most participants from the control
group made small edits on one or more sections in the provided
model cards. The sections that were edited most include the Hy-
perparameters (𝑃𝐶1, 𝑃𝐶2, 𝑃𝐶3, 𝑃𝐶6, 𝑃𝐶7) and Preprocessing (𝑃𝐶3,
𝑃𝐶5, 𝑃𝐶6). Only 𝑃𝐶5 made changes on the section of Intended Use.
Regarding the inconsistencies in the provided model card, 𝑃𝐶1 and
𝑃𝐶6 each fixed two places during the study, while the remaining
six participants from the control group each fixed one.

In terms of the new content added, the participants mostly fo-
cused on different aspects of the model evaluation, including the
performance metrics, evaluation process, and evaluation data. Some
participants used more descriptive section titles such as “training
procedure” (𝑃𝐶8) and “test strategy” (𝑃𝐶5) while other times par-
ticipants used generic terms such as “model” (𝑃𝐶1, 𝑃𝐶2, 𝑃𝐶3) and
“result” (𝑃𝐶4, 𝑃𝐶6).

Observation of the experimental group. The section edited
most by the participants is Data Cleaning (𝑃𝐸2, 𝑃𝐸3, 𝑃𝐸6, 𝑃𝐸8).
Regarding the inconsistencies in the provided model card, 𝑃𝐸8 fixed
two places during the study and the remaining seven participants
from the experimental group each fixed one.

In terms of the new content, the sections to which the partici-
pants added the most are Training Procedure and Data (𝑃𝐸2, 𝑃𝐸5,
𝑃𝐸7) and Ethical Considerations (𝑃𝐸2, 𝑃𝐸4, 𝑃𝐸8). Notably, 𝑃𝐸2 added
information about ethics including the sensitive features used by
the model and the impact of the model if it is deployed to two
specific sub-populations. Similarly, 𝑃𝐸4 and 𝑃𝐸8 added the use of
race and ethnicity features in the model training. In comparison, no
participants from the control group discussed ethics of the model
development.

Despite providing the model cards template, participants some-
times still chose to add self-defined sections. For example, 𝑃𝐸1 added
the RandomForestClassifier to describe the model type and features
used. 𝑃𝐸3 and 𝑃𝐸5 added a section called Exploratory Data Anal-
ysis or EDA to document the data distribution. Both 𝑃𝐸4 and 𝑃𝐸6
added a Problem Statement in the markdown cells of the provided
notebook describing the context of the model development in the
model card. Occasionally, the newly added sections were named
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using ambiguous terms such as Results (𝑃𝐸3) and Refined models
(𝑃𝐸5).

WhenDocMLwas presented, the participants considered the scope
of model documentation more broadly, as the model cards pro-
posal suggested. Using the traditional notebook environment, the
content of the model card was more performance-centric. In com-
parison, using DocML under time constraints, the participants
tended to add fewer new sections to the model cards. However,
the sections they added are more likely about the context of the
model development, including the ethical considerations and prob-
lem context – the information often overlooked in public model
documentation.

5.4.2 Documentation Approaches (RQ2). Participants from both
groups generally started their tasks by glancing through the note-
books to get familiar with their structure and content. How they
approached the documentation diverged depending on whether
DocML was present. We identified three themes characterizing
their documentation approaches when completing the model devel-
opment and maintenance tasks. We describe them below in detail
and compare the differences when DocML was presented versus
not.

Comparing and choosing different set of documentation.

The notebook has innate support for documentation in the mark-
down cells. While the model card has a distinct purpose of pre-
senting information about the ML model, its content inevitably is
closely related to some of the markdown cells of the corresponding
notebook. In Task 1, which was closer to a model card quality as-
sessment setting, the participants needed to carefully compare and
ensure the correctness of the information provided in the notebook
and the model card. Participants from the control group, therefore,
spent considerable time comparing the notebook markdown cells
and provided model cards. If they spotted any problems, they had to
choose where to fix them. While occasionally they made changes in
one set of documentation and copied the content over to the other,
most of the time they simply changed the model card but left the
markdown cells unchanged, leading to inconsistent information
(all except 𝑃𝐶3 and 𝑃𝐶6). In contrast, the problem of inconsistency
between the two sets of documentation was naturally eliminated
in the experimental group when they used DocML, since DocML
ensured that the documentation for model cards would always be
added to the notebook and updated in the model card view (all
except 𝑃𝐸5 and 𝑃𝐸8).14 In task 2, which mimicked a model card
development setting, we observe similar behaviors for the partici-
pants in the control group. They either added the documentation
to the notebook and but not the model card (𝑃𝐶1, 𝑃𝐶4, 𝑃𝐶8), or first
added the content into the markdown file and then copied it to
the model card (𝑃𝐶2, 𝑃𝐶3, 𝑃𝐶4, 𝑃𝐶5). 𝑃𝐶4 even copied some code
snippets into the model card. On the other hand, most participants
in the experimental group (all except 𝑃𝐸7 and 𝑃𝐸8) ensured that
the same documentation that was added to the notebook was also
present in the model card by using DocML.

Locating corresponding source code. Some of the model card
sections directly describe the source code in the notebook and its

14Due to a technical issue during the study, DocML only became accessible to 𝑃𝐸8 at
the end of the second task.

outcome. The code can be scattered into multiple cells that are
disconnected. We observe that the participants in the control group
spent a significant amount of effort on locating the code cells when
inspecting the provided model cards during the maintenance task.
𝑃𝐶7, for example, had a hard time finding the code cells correspond-
ing to the sections related to dataset cleaning, pre-processing, and
hyperparameters, and had to scroll the entire notebook several
times before starting to settle on some of the code cells. 𝑃𝐶1, 𝑃𝐶2,
𝑃𝐶3, 𝑃𝐶4 and 𝑃𝐶5 showed a similar struggle. On the other hand,
all participants except 𝑃𝐸8 from the experimental group used the
DocML’s navigation support enabled by the code-documentation
trace links to help them examine the model card content. The par-
ticipants either heavily relied on the navigation bar from the start
(𝑃𝐸7, 𝑃𝐸9) or increased their usage of the bar for finding the code
cells as they got more used to the tool (𝑃𝐸1, 𝑃𝐸3, 𝑃𝐸4, 𝑃𝐸5).

Devoting attention during documentation. In the control
group, participants paid most of their attention to examining the
existing notebook and the provided model card during the first task.
Almost all participants in this group (except 𝑃𝐶8) devoted their
effort to adding the documentation related to the algorithmic aspect
of themodel and its training or testing processes.WhenDocMLwas
presented, all participants from the experimental group except 𝑃𝐸1
and 𝑃𝐸3 read the prompt descriptions of model card sections to help
their understanding, in particular, the sections of Factor, Fairness
considerations, and Caveat and Recommendation. Some of them
further clicked the example links of model cards. The difference in
attention between the two groups explains the observed differences
in the resulting model cards in RQ1 – the model cards from the
control group heavily emphasized the model evaluation whereas
the model cards from the experimental group focused more on the
model development context and ethical considerations.

Additionally, DocML seems to noticeably influence the partic-
ipants to consider the trace links as an innate component of the
documentation both during model maintenance and development.
Some of them (𝑃𝐸5, 𝑃𝐸6, 𝑃𝐸7) made edits to the trace links by modi-
fying the existing links from code cells and/or adding new links for
the first task. For the second task during which they were asked
to develop their own models, 𝑃𝐸6 and 𝑃𝐸7 devoted considerable
effort to creating trace links for their newly added code cells. This
additional effort might be motivated by the experienced benefit of
code-documentation trace links in task 1.

DocML considerably alleviates the effort of assessing and manag-
ing the model documentation quality and prompts the participants
toward more accountable documentation practice. In contrast to
the control group, most participants from the experimental group
chose to put more documentation effort into activities that are miss-
ing from the current practice, including understanding the model
cards proposal (especially ethical-related considerations) and cre-
ating and maintaining doc-code trace links. Those activities can
potentially bring non-negligible benefits to model documentation
in the long term.

5.4.3 User Evaluation and Feedback (RQ3). Feedback from the

experimental group. Figure 6 summarizes how the participants
from the experimental group rated the necessity and ease of use
for different features in DocML.
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Figure 6: User evaluation on the necessity and ease of use for DocML. Both aspects were evaluated through a Likert scale.

Neutral and abstained input is omitted from the figure. X axis is the number of participants from the experimental group.

Most participants agreed or strongly agreed that the features
provided by DocML are necessary. All participants except 𝑃𝐸7, in
particular, commented on the importance of having the model card
template to structure their documentation during the model devel-
opment. They thought the prompted descriptions were helpful to
better understand the model card sections. Moreover, as suggested
by 𝑃𝐸1, 𝑃𝐸2, and 𝑃𝐸3, DocML offers a preview of the model card
that effectively separate from the developmental documentation
(i.e., notebook markdown cells). It enables the participants to con-
sider how the information is communicated to the users. At the
same time, 𝑃𝐸5 appreciated how DocML can prevent inconsistency
between the developmental documentation and model cards.

Most participants (all participants expect 𝑃𝐸5 and 𝑃𝐸8) also
thought the navigation function supported by the trace links was
especially effective so that they “do not have to see hundreds of lines
of code for going to the [model card] section” (𝑃𝐸2). On the other
hand, since the current construction of trace links requires several
mouse clicks to find the stages in the model development pipeline
(see Figure 4), 𝑃𝐸1 and 𝑃𝐸3 suggested having more intuitive options
or automated solutions to achieve similar functions.

At the same time, participants from the experimental group
expected more control over the section order and title in the model
card. They preferred direct modification on the model card template
through the UI panel rather than the configuration file, indicating
a tension between customization and standardization that needs to
be carefully balanced in practice. Moreover, the participants hoped
the markdown cells representing the model card content could be
injected next to the corresponding code cell. DocML currently is
limited by depending on the users to appropriately locate the newly
added markdown in the notebook.

Feedback from the control group.When asked what features
to expect for a model documentation tool in the notebook envi-
ronment, participants from the control group voiced their needs
for many similar functions provided by DocML, such as the doc-
umentation template (𝑃𝐶2, 𝑃𝐶3, 𝑃𝐶8), documentation extraction
from the markdown cells or code cells (𝑃𝐶1, 𝑃𝐶4, 𝑃𝐶7), and code-
documentation links (𝑃𝐶3, 𝑃𝐶6). Those suggestions stem from both
their experience during our user study and their previous expe-
rience as data scientists (and software developers). 𝑃𝐶3 and 𝑃𝐶4

specifically compared the documentation support for data scien-
tists with more traditional software developers and pointed out
that more mature tools and frameworks such as JavaDoc [48] and
Sphinx [18] are unavailable. Such lack of support has caused them
the most frustration during documenting models.

Participants from the experimental group judged the functions of
DocMLwere both necessary and generally easy to use. At the same
time, they expected improvement in flexibility and more intuitive
switches between the notebook and the model card panels.

6 DISCUSSION

In this work, we systematically investigated how the model cards
proposal has been adopted in the field, finding a substantial gap
between ambitions behind model cards and actual practice, finding
that model cards are rare and often shallow. Motivated by this gap
and guided by literature on ML practices, we designed DocML
to provide data scientists direct documentation support to follow
the model cards proposal and other best practices during model
development andmaintenance. Here, we discuss themost important
findings of our work, their board implications and limitations.

6.1 Aspirations vs. Practice

Our study reveals that model cards are still scarcely adopted in
practice. In all of GitHub with millions of public notebooks [50,
52, 56] and many repositories sharing learning code and learned
models, we found only 24 models documented explicitly with model
cards. Our best effort in findingmodel cards published by companies
also resulted in only 28 models. Considering that the model card
paper is one of the most cited works on ML documentation and is
often recommended, such a limited adoption indicates reluctance or
difficulty of transforming recommendations into standard practice.

Furthermore, even when model cards were adopted as a con-
cept and term, they were often of low quality and provided only
selective information. During our assessment, we observed strong
variance in what information was provided by the model cards.
Moreover, the extent to which the documentation answers those
questions in the rubric also varies drastically. For example, the
majority of the model cards we examined failed to provide more
than vague or generic information related to target distribution and
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ethical considerations. Model cards found in practice were often not
self-contained and sometimes directed the readers to additional re-
sources such as research papers, thus not fulfilling the intention of
providing a concise place for essential documentation. Even when
digging into the papers, we often failed to find information related
to the various recommended model card sections. In general, model
documentation in practice seems to still be an afterthought at best.

The original model cards paper lists several important roles
that model cards serve, including improving model understand-
ing, helping “to standardize decision making processes for invested
stakeholders,” and encouraging “forward-looking model analysis
techniques” [44]. We argue that the current state of model docu-

mentation with model cards fulfills none of these roles well.

Previous work on interactive model cards [16] provides an exam-
ple of adopting model cards to improve the model understanding,
whereas our tool DocML attempts to encourage better adoption to
support the other two roles of the model cards. Further studies are
needed in understanding and assisting the multifaceted purpose of
model cards in practice and ML documentation in general.

6.2 Design to Facilitate Documentation

Activities

The design of documentation tools should build on the considera-
tion of the unique characteristics of ML documentation, including
how it relates to source code development and its important quality
attributes. The existing Model Card Toolkit [25] was proposed in
2020 but has barely received any adoption on GitHub. We conjec-
ture that this is due to a mismatch between tool focus and model
card needs: The Model Card Toolkit is useful to report statistics
and evaluation metrics directly from the source code (similar to
experiment tracking tools like MLflow15 or Neptune16), but it pro-
vides little value for the many other important sections in model
cards that require users to manually provide information about
intentions, concerns, and ethical deliberations.

We build on the insight thatnudging and traceability in an in-

tegrated development environment afford better documen-

tation practices. In our user study, we observed that when our
tool was not available, data scientists were overwhelmed with nav-
igating and documenting details of the model development code,
leaving no room for considering the model cards, despite the aware-
ness of such a recommendation. In comparison, when the documen-
tation environment was integrated with the coding environment
in a meaningful way, data scientists were devoting more effort to
improving documentation quality and maintainability. They ap-
proached documentation in a more iterative manner and actively
used and maintained the trace links between documentation and
the source code. The data scientists further spend more time con-
sidering the context and impact of the model development and
deployment when the explanation and examples of model card
sections are nudged in their model development environment. We
argue that those activities are critical to the comprehensiveness of
model documentation, in particular along the ethical axis.

Among the major features of DocML, nudging is a familiar con-
cept for the CHI community and has been already equipped in

15https://mlflow.org/
16https://neptune.ai/home

the digital interface designers’ toolbox. Recent work by Caraban
et al. categorizes nudging mechanisms in technology design for
health, sustainability, and privacy [11]. The six categories are facili-
tate, confront, deceive, social influence, fear, and reinforce. Among
them, facilitate (e.g., default options) and reinforce (e.g., just-in-time
prompts) has been adopted for encouraging software engineering
behaviors [9, 38]. Similarly, our work use facilitate and reinforce
mechanisms in the documentation tool for the model developers
to more consciously consider and document the model usage and
ethical issues during development. We invite researchers to investi-
gate potential of other mechanisms (such as confront by reminding
the consequences of not completing the documentation sections)
to extend the nudging effect into a boarder context.

The concept of traceability and how to approach it through de-
sign, however, are less discussed in the human-computer interaction
literature. In the context of software development, traceability is
an important property for developing safety-critical software [26].
It is often required by regulatory bodies to demonstrate the quality
of the software development process and the resulting software.
Traceability is also suggested to improve AI accountability by Raji
et al. [53]. In our tool DocML, explicit traceability links between
code and documentation can support examining the consistency be-
tween those two sets of artifacts and therefore improve the accuracy
of the documentation and the accountability of the machine learn-
ing models. Despite not using the same terminology of traceability,
recent work on data documentation also proposes to treat “text-data
connections as persistent, interactive, first class objects” [13]. We
hope our work and similar attempts can draw more attention from
the community to understanding and making use of traceability
links during documentation activities that can greatly contribute
to the quality and accountability of ML documentation and their
systems as a whole.

6.3 Limitation and Future Work

As discussed in Section 5.1, our user study is limited by the lab
setting with concrete instructions on the model development tasks
that are small in scope. Moreover, while we did not explicitly ask the
participants about their thoughts on the model card proposal, but
simply informed them about this proposal through the pre-study
survey. In future work, we plan to study the impact of DocML in
practice with more complex development tasks and other practical
concerns (such as model domain and team culture). It is also im-
portant to consider how the documentation support should evolve
as data scientists gain experience with the model cards proposal.
Additionally, while our current work focuses on supporting docu-
mentation tasks for data scientists in the notebook environment,
future work can be expanded on streamlining documentation ac-
tivities for their entire workflow that rely on various tools across
different environments.

In our study, we observed how data scientists face difficulty in
interpreting the implications of ML models outside the scope of
the model development pipeline. This challenge can be amplified
in practice. When building ML-enabled software products, an ML
model contributes to the overall product but is just one compo-
nent among many in a system. Such products are typically built by
interdisciplinary teams, where software engineers and UI experts
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integrate ML models into a larger software project, considering
many non-ML concerns. Previous work suggested that, in many
projects, data scientists building the model are siloed off and rarely
interact with teams using their models, causing many conflicts and
misunderstandings at the interface between the teams [47]. Mod-
ern MLOps practices and the corresponding rise of the role of ML
engineers [39, 57], who focus primarily on automating machine
learning pipelines, supporting experimentation, and deploying and
updating models, introduce further complexities and roles. Model
cards, in this case, should not be authored by the data scientists
alone. Instead, they should serve as a shared important artifact
between the teams that captures the wide range of concerns. In
future work, we will examine the potential of considering model
cards as boundary objects that are used to negotiate and commu-
nicate between data scientists and software engineers to support
collaborative interdisciplinary work [40, 60].

7 CONCLUSION

In this work, we investigated how publicly available ML models
are documented, especially when they adopted the model cards
proposal. Our assessment of those model cards reveals a clear gap
between the proposal and practice. In an effort to move the nee-
dle toward meaningful adoption of the model cards proposal and
improving documentation practice, we proposed a model docu-
mentation tool DocML for data scientists using computational
notebooks. As demonstrated in the user study, when the DocML
was presented, data scientists more actively improved documenta-
tion and considered ethical implications during model development.
They also spent considerable effort on the construction and main-
tenance of trace links between documentation and source code,
which supports model accountability. Our work highlights the new
opportunities of designing machine learning documentation for
long-term benefit through nudging and traceability.
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